Ninety selected varieties were ordered by the number of uniquely mapped reads. The 2 57 varieties with the most uniquely mapped reads (A-B), 2 varieties with a moderate 58 number of uniquely mapped reads (C-D), and the 2 varieties with the fewest uniquely 59 mapped reads (E-F) were selected for the saturation analysis. Percent relative error (%) 60 was defined as 100 × |RPKM obs -RPKM real | / RPKM real , where RPKM obs is measured 61 from resampling a subset of reads, and RPKM real is estimated from all of the reads. The 62 2 varieties with the fewest uniquely mapped reads had low relative error (≤ 5%) when 63 more than half of their reads were resampled, indicating that a relatively accurate 64 quantification of transcript abundance was obtained. Negative correlation between the number of grains per main spike and TaVRS1 expression level in T2 transgenic plants. Data are 99 the mean ± s.d. of three parallel samples. Student's t-test, *P < 0.05. 100
